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Credit Profile

University of South Florida Fincg Corp aux

Long Term Rating A+/Stable Affirmed

University of South Florida ICR

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

Florida Div of Bnd Fin, Florida

University of South Florida, Florida

Florida Div of Bnd Fin (University of South Florida) pkg fac rev rfdg bnds

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

Rating Action

S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'AA' long-term rating on the Florida Division of Bond Finance's parking facility

revenue bonds and the University of South Florida Financing Corporation's (USFFC, a university component unit)

Marshall Center bonds, and its issuer credit rating (ICR) on the University of South Florida (USF). We also affirmed our

'A+' rating on housing certificates of participation (COPs), issued by USFFC for USF. The outlook on all issues is

stable.

Total debt outstanding was about $389 million as of June 30, 2020. The parking and Marshall Center bonds with about

$12 million and $29 million outstanding, respectively, as of fiscal 2020 are secured by a fee charged to all students,

which we view as an unlimited student fee equivalent bond security, equivalent to the university's ICR. While the

COPs are secured by lease payments made by the USFFC from pledged revenues, this lease has a stipulated

commencement date, is not contingent on project completion, runs through the COPs final maturities, contains no

annual appropriation or renewal risk, and is not subject to abatement or set off. Therefore, we do not apply any

notching from the unlimited student fee equivalent ratings for the lease structure risks. The housing COPs with about

$198 million outstanding are all on parity and secured by gross revenues of the university's housing auxiliary system,

which we view as a narrower pledge of revenues than the unlimited student fee bonds and are therefore notched two

below the 'AA' ratings. This housing revenue pledge includes all gross income and revenues of facilities owned by

USFFC. This includes the existing student housing facilities on both the Tampa and St. Petersburg campuses, new

series 2018 bond-financed 375-bed student housing and dining project on the St. Petersburg campus, and a student

center and structured parking facility on the St. Petersburg campus. The university does not have any outstanding

operating leases.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the university transitioned to online learning in March 2020. The university

offered room and board refunds to students and saw a decrease of about $23 million, 16%, auxiliary revenue in fiscal

2020 from fiscal 2019. Auxiliary revenue made up about 9% of total adjusted operating revenue in fiscal 2019 which

was slightly below average. The university received about $37 million in CARES funding, of which about $19 million
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was institutional aid which helped offset some of the impact of COVID-19. The university ended up having break-even

full accrual operations in fiscal 2020, slightly weaker than fiscal 2019.

Despite the pandemic, the university increased enrollment in fall 2020. While increasing enrollment helped maintain

net tuition revenue, the COVID-19 impact on fiscal 2021 impact was still significant given the loss in auxiliary revenue

and also a roughly 6%, $26 million, holdback of state funds. The university was able to make significant budget cuts

and use federal Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) funds and American

Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds to help offset the impact. The university received about $61 million in CRRSAA funding

and $107 million in ARPA funding, of which about $43 million and $55 million, respectively, was institutional aid.

Funds are expected to be used in fiscal 2021, which should help the university return to a full accrual surplus. It is also

possible that the state relinquishes the $26 million holdback to the university. The university is anticipating record

enrollment in fall 2021.

Credit overview

We assessed USF's enterprise profile as very strong, characterized by very good demand metrics, a capable

management team highly experienced in higher education, growing sponsored research, and good fundraising success.

We assessed USF's financial profile as very strong, characterized by solid available resource ratios, a very low MADS

burden, and break-even operations on a full accrual basis. Combined, we believe these credit factors lead to an

indicative stand-alone credit profile of 'AA' and a long-term rating of 'AA'.

The 'A+' rating on the housing system debt reflects our view of the close connection between the auxiliary system and

the university and continued effective management of the system. While coverage is projected to be weaker in fiscal

2021 at 0.58x, the system has sufficient reserves of $46 million to cover the nearly $7 million shortfall and maintain its

healthy reserve levels. We anticipate occupancy to return to near where it was in fiscal 2020, 98% of which generated

1.61x coverage, which we believe is healthy for the rating.

The 'AA' rating reflects our assessment of USF's following strengths:

• Steady enrollment, large student body, and stellar demand characteristics bolstered by its comprehensive research

university status;

• Break-even operations in fiscal 2019 and fiscal 2020 following several years of healthy surpluses that we anticipate

will likely return if the university meets its targeted recruiting goals in the fall;

• Robust financial resources for a public university, with university cash and investments of $733.4 million as of June

30, 2020, equating to 45.5% of adjusted operating expenses of the university and 201.4% of total debt (university

and its direct-support organization (DSO)/component units), and adjusted unrestricted net assets (UNA) at 35.3% of

adjusted operating expenses and 156.8% of total debt (university and its DSO/component units);

• Consistent support from the state for higher education and the nation's second lowest in-state tuition rates, though

there was a cut in state funds in fiscal 2021; and

• Experienced management team and comprehensive governing policies reflected in management's ability to react

quickly to the changing economy and operating environment.

The rating is partially offset by our view of the university's:
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• Limited tuition and fee-raising flexibility imposed by the state legislature for several years, thus constraining one

important area of revenue generation for the university;

• Relatively low endowment per full-time equivalent (FTE) students compared with higher rated peers;

• Increased competition with other large Florida public research universities because they vie for the same students

and state resources; and

• Aggressive debt structure with approximately 51% of total debt as of June 30, 2020, directly placed with banks,

although USF maintains ample same-day liquidity to fully cover this debt.

The stable outlook reflects our expectation that during our two-year outlook period USF's enrollment and enterprise

profile characteristics will remain stable while the university maintains or improves its operating margin and available

resource ratios. The stable outlook on the housing system bonds reflects our expectation that reserves will continue to

be abundant, occupancy will return near where it was in fiscal 2020, and MADS coverage will incrementally improve,

aided by modestly growing university enrollment and favorable housing system occupancy levels.

Founded in 1956, USF has a total enrollment of about 50,000 students. The main (and largest) campus is in Tampa

with additional campuses in St. Petersburg and Sarasota. The university is the state's only urban-based research

institution. It primarily competes with other large public universities in the state, including the University of Central

Florida, University of Florida (UF), and Florida State University (FSU). The university recently received the

"Preeminent State Research University" designation from the Florida Board of Governors. This designation is held by

only three Florida public universities (USF, FSU, and UF) in the state and is expected to increase USF's state

appropriations, which we view favorably.

Environment, social, and governance (ESG) factors

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, USF moved to a hybrid education model to protect the students' health and

safety and limit social risks associated with community spread of COVID-19. We view the university's health and

safety issues as a social risk under our ESG factors. Despite this, we consider management and governance risks in-line

with its higher-education-sector peers. While many states face demographic challenges, Florida does not face this

social risk, which we view favorably.

Stable Outlook

Downside scenario

We could consider a negative rating action within our outlook period if, contrary to management's expectations, USF's

enrollment and financial operations weaken relative to the rating category, or if available resources ratios significantly

deteriorate from current levels. Moreover, we could consider a negative rating action on the housing system revenue

bonds if occupancy remains weak and coverage levels deteriorate from where they were in fiscal 2020.

Upside scenario

We could consider an upgrade to the unlimited student fee equivalent if the university grows enrollment, generates

healthy full accrual operating surpluses, and grows available resources to a level commensurate to a higher rating. We

could consider an upgrade to the housing system if occupancy returns to at or near 100% producing healthy coverage
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and reserves remain solid.

Credit Opinion

Enterprise Profile

Economic fundamentals

In our view, the university has limited geographic diversity with 84% of fall 2020 students coming from Florida.

Therefore, our assessment of USF's economic fundamentals is anchored by Florida's gross domestic product per

capita.

Market position and demand

USF enrollment and demand metrics stayed stable despite the ongoing pandemic in fall 2020. We view the university's

solid enrollment base, high demand, and good student quality as credit strengths, and view the fact that the metrics did

not deteriorate in fall 2020 as positive. As of fall 2020, total headcount enrollment was 50,703 or 42,200 FTE students,

essentially flat from fall 2018 levels. About 76% of total fall 2020 headcount were undergraduates. The university had

3,234 freshman matriculants in fall 2020, which was solid compared with previous years; however well below the

record high of 3,765 the university recruited in fall 2019. Given current demand for fall 2021 the university is projecting

record freshman enrollment.

While FTE enrollment has gradually increased over the past five years, the university's other demand metrics have

remained solid. Selectivity was at 41% in fall 2020 an improvement from 43% in fall 2019, and the matriculation rate

remained stable at 28%. The university continues to have solid retention and graduations rates and high student

quality, as measured by average SAT scores, that has improved considerably over the past five years. Graduate and

professional enrollment also both increased slightly in fall 2020. The university's professional students have increased

the past three years. The university anticipates continued growth at the graduate and professional level as they

university continues to increase its research components.

In general, Florida public universities are the second-lowest-priced higher education option in the U.S. After many

years of double-digit in-state tuition growth, the past seven years have shown flat tuition rates; the Florida resident

tuition costs are $6,410 and $23,866 (including room and board and fees) while the out-of-state costs are $17,324 and

$34,780 (including room and board and fees), respectively. The current state leadership in Florida has held tuition rates

steady to maintain affordability, which we expect is likely to continue in the near term, constraining one key area of

revenue generation for USF. The tuition levels are modest relative to other state university systems and the cost

remains attractive to students, both in- and out-of-state.

The Florida legislature sets the undergraduate in-state tuition rates, and increases to such tuition levels requires a

two-thirds vote of each chamber of the legislature for passage. Tuition is not pledged to any outstanding revenue

bonds for USF or any other Florida public universities as tuition may not be pledged pursuant to current Florida law.

The state requires a supermajority two-thirds vote instead of a simple majority of the university board of trustees (nine

of 13 members) or the Board of Governors (12 of 17 members) to raise, impose, or authorize any university fee if
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approval by such board or boards is required by general law. In our view, while these do not weaken our current

assessment of university fee-secured debt strengths, they do impose a higher hurdle to approve increases to existing

fees and could make any future increases more stringent.

Fundraising

While the university is still quite young, it has more than 300,000 alumni; however, we understand that many alumni

have not yet reached their peak-giving years. Nevertheless, the university successfully completed a $1 billion

comprehensive campaign goal. This campaign was formally launched in 2009 and after attaining its initial goal in 2013,

raised its goal to $1 billion, which it successfully reached ahead of schedule in 2018 with $1.1 billion raised. We believe

solid fundraising is likely to bolster USF's institutional profile and alleviate some of its capital funding needs in the

foreseeable future. The fiscal 2020 alumni participation rate of 10% is healthy given USF's institutional tenure and

relatively young alumni base. The foundation has consistently raised over $100 million in gifts, including $120 million

2020 and continues to set a goal of about $100 million which management expects to meet this fiscal year.

Management and governance

Following retirement of its longstanding president in 2019, who served in this role for 19 years, USF hired a higher

education veteran, Steven C. Currall, to this role effective July 1, 2019. He previously served as provost at Southern

Methodist University and held multiple roles at UC-Davis. The university is currently in the process of creating a new

strategic plan in which we anticipate further progress in improving enrollment and financial goals. The university

finance and budgeting office personnel are seasoned and considered very competent by us.

Over the same time, the Board of Trustees has been stable other than normal turnover. We believe that management is

quite capable, has a great deal of experience, and has satisfactory policies and practices relative to peers. We do not

expect material changes in management positions, practices, or policies in the near term.

Financial Profile

Financial management policies

The university has formal policies for real property, endowment spending, investments, derivatives and debt. It

operates according to a five-year strategic plan, which will be revised under leadership of USF's new president. Its

reserve policy is dictated by state statute, which requires all state universities to maintain a minimum of a 7%

operating budget reserve, with which it has historically complied. Cash and debt management functions are

centralized. The university meets standard annual disclosure requirements. The financial policies assessment reflects

our opinion that, while there may be some areas of risk, the organization's overall financial policies are not likely to

impair its future ability to pay debt service. Our analysis of financial policies includes a review of the organization's

financial reporting and disclosure, investment allocation and liquidity, debt profile, contingent liabilities, and legal

structure and a comparison of these policies with comparable providers.

State appropriations

Florida has traditionally provided consistent support for higher education. Following substantial state operating

appropriation cuts in fiscal years 2012 and 2013, state operating appropriations for USF have increased in the past

seven fiscal years and were up by about 1% in fiscal 2020 to $430.8 million from $426.6 million in fiscal 2019. The
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state planned on giving the university another slight increase in fiscal 2021, but held back about 7%, $26 million. State

appropriation accounted for 26.7% of USF's fiscal 2020 adjusted operating revenues. For fiscal 2022 the university

planned for another reduction in state funds, though it is possible the state could release those funds. The state added a

portion of performance-based funding based on a variety of metrics in fiscal 2014. USF was ranked the best among

Florida public universities on metrics included in the performance-based funding and received $75.9 million in

performance-based funding in fiscal 2021.

Financial operations

USF has had break-even operating results the past two fiscal years after several years of larger full-accrual surpluses.

We anticipated operations to be slightly weaker in fiscal 2019 as the university made strategic investments. The

university had to also deal with lost revenue and expenses due to COVID-19 in fiscal 2020. Adding to the operating

pressures in both years was a decrease in net tuition revenue, in-part due to flat tuition prices, that we view as slightly

more concerning. The university was able to use CARES funds and prudent expense cuts to generate break-even

operations in fiscal 2020.

For fiscal 2021, the university is anticipating at least similar operations to fiscal 2020 with the potential to be stronger.

The university prudently found expense cuts to offset the pandemic related lost revenue and expenses and will receive

about $43 million in institutional CRRSAA funds and $55 million in ARPA funds. Going forward we believe the

university can return to the solid operations they had historically as there are no immediate strategic investments and

the university is expecting an increase in enrollment which should lead to increases in net tuition revenue and auxiliary

revenue should return closer to pre-pandemic levels.

USF expects to continue expanding its research capacity, particularly after the expansion of its health facility in

downtown Tampa. The university has increased research funding annually to $535 in fiscal 2020 from $458 million in

fiscal 2016, and has improved its research rankings. We anticipate management to continue to find new grants and

diversify its research funding allowing the university to maintain its solid revenue diversity and attract new students

and faculty.

Overall, we consider operating revenues diverse; in fiscal 2020, 33.4% of adjusted operating revenues came from

students (gross tuition and auxiliary sources); 26.7% from state operating appropriations; 26.3% from federal, state,

local and nongovernmental grants and contracts revenue; and the remainder from other support and investments. We

believe that this diversity is a key credit strength of the university and that the mix will remain stable.

Available resources

Available resource measures are what we consider solid and have grown in recent fiscal years, which we consider a

key credit strength. Including its DSO's UNA, adding back amounts recognized as long-term other postemployment

benefits (OPEB) liabilities and pension liabilities, the university has what we consider solid adjusted UNA of $540.4

million as of June 30, 2020, representing 35.3% of adjusted operating expenses. Including $1.8 million of debt service

reserve funds, adjusted UNA equaled 146.6% of debt (university and DSO). As of the same date, cash and investments

(excluding the DSOs) were $733.4 million, equal to 45.5% of adjusted operating expenses and 188.3% of debt

(university and DSO). We expect available resource levels in the next few years to remain consistent with current

ratios.
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The $1.6 billion of cash and investments are made up of university and DSO operating funds, including an endowment

held by the foundation. The foundation endowment funds totaled $532 million as of June 30, 2020. The asset

allocation of the total long-term funds as of the same date was 37% domestic equity, 27% international equity, 20%

cash and fixed income, and 16% alternative investments. We believe that the asset allocation is conservative and

liquid, providing the university with sufficient access to liquid resources if necessary. The investment policy requires

the allocation of investments to short-term operating portfolios first, which we believe supports our view that USF has

solid financial resources. USF's investment policy and investment committees govern all investments. The university

uses outside investment managers to manage individual portfolios.

Debt and contingent liabilities

Including DSO debt, but excluding the amount of capital leases outstanding for the university, the university's total

debt outstanding was about $389 million as of June 30, 2020. We consider the MADS burden, which includes all DSO

debt as very manageable at 1.7x. To calculate we take the university MADS of $34.2 million and divide by total

adjusted operating expenses of the university and DSOs. Debt service decreases following fiscal 2023 to just $1.9

million in fiscal 2042.

Approximately $201 million of total university and DSO debt as of June 30, 2020, is made up of directly placed bank

debt, which we consider contingent liabilities. While this debt structure is relatively aggressive, it is mitigated in our

opinion by the debt terms, which do not include cross-default provisions, financial covenants, or events of default

beyond nonpayment, which we view as conservative. We do not view the direct-purchase bonds as adding credit risk

to the university's debt profile as it has ample same-day liquid funds to fully cover these amounts in the event of an

un-remedied event of default resulting in immediate acceleration.

S&P Global Ratings does not have an underlying rating (SPUR) on any of USF DSOs' synthetically fixed-rate debt,

other than the 2012 housing direct-placement bonds. As of June 30, 2020, the DSOs were a party to one interest rate

swap with RBC (the remaining two swaps were terminated since our last review). Only USF has the right to terminate

the swap. The fair value of the swap was a negative $18.1 million as of June 30, 2020, and $8.9 million of collateral was

posted. In our opinion, the university has ample available resources to cover this collateral posting amount. USF has

debt and derivative policies and continues to manage its complex debt and derivative portfolios successfully.

Housing system

The security for the housing system is a gross revenues pledge that provides sound annual DSC and which we view as

a solid pledge due to the size of the system with 4,892-bed capacity on two campuses. Tampa housing beds account

for the vast majority (88.9% of this design capacity). Occupancy has historically been solid, at 98% for fiscal 2020

leading to a debt service coverage of 1.6x. Given the campus' efforts to take pandemic precautions occupancy was just

51% in fiscal 2021 leading to a debt service coverage of 0.58x. While this is below 1.0x coverage, the university has

sufficient reserves of $46 million set aside for this project. Following the roughly $7 million that the university plans to

use in fiscal 2021, the project will continue to have solid reserve levels and given expected demand for fiscal 2022, it is

more than likely that coverage will be solid again for the year.

Management has taken approximately 1,000 beds offline as it closed a housing complex to build a new one. As the

university's housing serves only a small percentage of its full-time undergraduates, we expect demand and occupancy
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to remain solid. The comprehensive and multicampus nature of the housing revenues further supports the 'A+' rating.

The bond covenants require a look-back test to the previous year before USF can issue additional debt and the bonds

must be on parity. The covenants also require a pro forma test of the two fiscal years following project financing. In

addition, the covenants require that net revenues must exceed 110% of MADS plus 100% of operating expenses for

those years. Existing and pro forma revenues and expenses provide solid coverage to meet covenant requirements and

for MADS on a net basis.

The university entered into a public-private partnership (PPP) to build replacement and new-bed housing on the

Tampa campus. The total cost was $135 million at the time of issuance and was funded with common and preferred

equity. As of June 30, 2020, members equity in the project equaled $128 million. The project opened in August 2017 to

students.

Pension plans and other postemployment benefits

The university provides retirement benefits through two pension plans administered by the state of Florida--the Florida

Retirement System (FRS) and Health Insurance Subsidy (HIS). The state's pension-funded ratios exceed the S&P

Global Ratings-calculated average for all states, based on fiscal 2020 information available on state pension plans. As

of June 30, 2020, the university reported an unfunded pension liability of $375.9 million for its proportionate share of

the collective net pension liability. It also offers pension benefits through defined-contribution plans--FRS Investment

plan and Optional Retirement Program. For additional details on the state's pension plans, see our Florida report

published on Feb. 19, 2021, on RatingsDirect.

USF offers OPEBs through the State Group Health Insurance Program, a defined-benefit plan, which it funds on a

pay-as-you-go basis. In our view, total university contributions toward the pension and OPEB plan equaled what we

consider a manageable 4.6% of total adjusted operating expenses in fiscal 2020. We expect USF to continue managing

OPEB liabilities without impairing its core operating performance and available resources. Overall, we consider

pension and OPEB contributions to be manageable as a percentage of total adjusted operating expenses, and not

financially constraining at this time.

University of South Florida, Florida--Enterprise And Financial Statistics

--Fiscal year ended June 30--

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Enrollment and demand

Headcount 50,703 51,082 50,853 50,784 49,811

Full-time equivalent 42,200 41,948 41,787 41,871 40,865

Freshman acceptance rate (%) 41.2 42.5 36.9 38.4 39.0

Freshman matriculation rate (%) 27.9 27.5 28.9 27.4 29.2

Undergraduates as a % of total enrollment

(%)

73.0 73.0 73.2 72.8 73.0

Freshman retention (%) 91.0 90.0 89.0 90.0 90.0

Graduation rates (six years) (%) 74.0 71.0 71.0 66.0 68.0

Income statement

Adjusted operating revenue ($000s) N.A. 1,607,253 1,600,454 1,595,447 1,472,728

Adjusted operating expense ($000s) N.A. 1,613,279 1,594,095 1,506,849 1,425,630
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University of South Florida, Florida--Enterprise And Financial Statistics (cont.)

--Fiscal year ended June 30--

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Net adjusted operating income ($000s) N.A. (6,026) 6,359 88,598 47,098

Net adjusted operating margin (%) N.A. (0.37) 0.40 5.88 3.30

Estimated operating gain/loss before

depreciation ($000s)

N.A. 69,331 77,528 141,186 96,180

Change in unrestricted net assets (UNA;

$000s)

N.A. (136,308) (45,877) (378,913) 9,096

State operating appropriations ($000s) N.A. 428,947 426,591 420,566 387,160

State appropriations to revenue (%) N.A. 26.7 26.7 26.4 26.3

Student dependence (%) N.A. 33.4 35.0 35.0 37.5

Research dependence (%) N.A. 26.3 26.2 27.1 26.9

Endowment and investment income

dependence (%)

N.A. 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.7

Debt

Outstanding debt ($000s) N.A. 389,428 387,298 366,147 384,108

Total pro forma debt ($000s) N.A. 389,428 N.A. N.A. N.A.

Current debt service burden (%) N.A. 1.48 1.60 0.22 0.22

Current MADS burden (%) N.A. 2.12 1.46 0.20 0.21

Financial resource ratios

Endowment market value ($000s) N.A. 551,915 532,422 513,001 471,894

Related foundation market value ($000s) N.A. 849,608 815,374 811,419 741,747

Cash and investments ($000s) N.A. 733,422 827,859 808,534 748,932

UNA ($000s) N.A. (348,025) (211,717) (165,840) 213,073

Adjusted UNA ($000s) N.A. 569,166 626,788 624,405 608,515

Cash and investments to operations (%) N.A. 45.5 51.9 53.7 52.5

Cash and investments to debt (%) N.A. 188.3 213.8 220.8 195.0

Adjusted UNA to operations (%) N.A. 35.3 39.3 41.4 42.7

Adjusted UNA plus debt service reserve to

debt (%)

N.A. 146.6 162.3 171.0 158.9

Average age of plant (years) N.A. 11.9 11.6 13.6 13.7

OPEB liability to total liabilities (%) N.A. 33.9 29.1 37.0 19.1

N.A.--Not available. MNR--Median not reported. MADS--Maximum annual debt service. Total adjusted operating revenue = unrestricted revenue

less realized and unrealized gains/losses and financial aid. Total adjusted operating expense = unrestricted expense plus financial aid expense.

Net operating margin = 100*(net adjusted operating income/adjusted operating expense). Student dependence = 100*(gross tuition revenue +

auxiliary revenue) / adjusted operating revenue. Current debt service burden = 100*(current debt service expense/adjusted operating expenses).

Current MADS burden = 100*(maximum annual debt service expense/adjusted operating expenses). Cash and investments = cash + short-term

and long-term investments. Adjusted UNA = Unrestricted net assets + unrestricted net assets of the foundation. Average age of plant =

accumulated depreciation/depreciation and amortization expense.

Related Research

Through The ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive Into U.S. Public Finance Credit Factors, April 28, 2020

Ratings Detail (As Of April 29, 2021)
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Ratings Detail (As Of April 29, 2021) (cont.)

University of South Florida Fincg Corp aux (BAM)

Unenhanced Rating A+(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

University of South Florida Fincg Corp rfdg certs of part (Usf Hsg Sys) (BAM) (SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating A+(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

University of South Florida Fincg Corp COPs (BAM) (SECMKT)

Unenhanced Rating A+(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

University of South Florida Fincg Corp, Florida

University of South Florida, Florida

University of South Florida Fincg Corp cap imp rfdg rev bnds (Usf Housing System)

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

Many issues are enhanced by bond insurance.
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